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ABSTRACT: Laser processing with optically trapped micro-
spheres is a promising tool for nanopatterning at subdiffraction-
limited resolution in a wide range of technological and
biomedical applications. In this paper, we investigate
subdiffraction-limited structuring of borosilicate glass with
femtosecond pulses in the near-field of optically trapped
microspheres combined with chemical postprocessing. The
glass surface was processed by single laser pulses at 780 nm
focused by silica microspheres and then subjected to selective
etching in KOH, which produced pits in the laser-affected
zones (LAZs). Chemical postprocessing allowed obtaining
structures with better resolution and reproducibility. We demonstrate production of reproducible pits with diameters as small as
70 nm (λ/11). Complex two-dimensional structures with 100 nm (λ/8) resolution were written on the glass surface point by
point with microspheres manipulated by optical tweezers. Furthermore, the mechanism of laser modification underlying selective
etching was investigated with mass spectrum analysis. We propose that the increased etching rate of laser-treated glass results
from changes in its chemical composition and oxygen deficiency.

KEYWORDS: nanostructuring, near-field, dielectric microspheres, optical trap, femtosecond lasers, laser-assisted chemical etching,
TOF-SIMS, AFM

■ INTRODUCTION

Ultrafast lasers are an excellent tool for structuring bulk
transparent materials in a wide scope of applications. Large 2D
and 3D structures can be easily produced by femtosecond
pulses with resolution down to hundreds of nanometers. Spatial
resolution is always a concern in laser structuring and is
restricted by the diffraction limit. Resolution can be improved
using multiphoton absorption of femtosecond pulses,1,2 near-
field effects,3−10 and etching agents.11

Near-field effects can be provided by use of sharp AFM metal
tips5,12 or metal nanoparticles13,14 illuminated by laser
radiation. Another approach to near-field structuring involves
dielectric microspheres with diameter on the order of 1 μm
acting as small lenses. In some papers a monolayer of dielectric
microspheres laid on the sample surface was exposed to
femtosecond laser radiation, producing a hexagonal array of
holes or bumps.15 Other studies16,17 show optical trapping of
microspheres in liquid media and direct writing of subdif-
fraction-limited patterns on the surface. This method is more
flexible compared with the use of a static monolayer because
optical manipulation of trapped microspheres allows writing
arbitrary patterns on the surface.

Whereas laser processing is mostly performed as a one-step
direct-write procedure, it also can be realized with femtosecond
laser irradiation and chemical etching (FLICE);18,19 this
technique is widely used in microfluidic applications.20,21

Typical etching agents for treatment of various types of glasses
are HF or KOH solutions. It has been demonstrated that KOH
solution has lower etching speed but higher selectivity in
comparison to HF in the formation of microchannels in fused
silica.21−23

In this study we use amplified femtosecond laser pulses
focused by silica microspheres on the borosilicate glass surface
and carry out alkali postprocessing, which yields distinct craters
in the laser-affected zones (LAZs). To enable writing of
arbitrary surface patterns, microspheres were trapped and
manipulated in aqueous media by optical tweezers. Moreover,
to investigate the mechanism of laser modification we carry out
mass spectroscopy analysis of LAZs in fused silica glass, which
behaves in a similar way to borosilicate glass under laser
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exposure but has a simpler chemical composition. Glass was
chosen as a target material because well-known properties,
transparency over a wide spectral range and thermal and
electrical stabilities, make it an advantageous material for many
practical applications.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Femtosecond pulses at 80 MHz repetition rate from a Ti:sapphire
oscillator (Spectra-Physics Tsunami) passed through a Pockels cell,
switched by a TTL signal, and then passed through a custom-made
four-pass amplifier. Output pulses had energy up to 4 μJ and spectral
full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 32 nm at 780 nm central
wavelength. Laser diode radiation (827 nm CW, Mitsubishi
ML60171C) and femtosecond pulses were coupled to the Olympus
IX71 research microscope and focused by objective lens (40× 0.75
N.A.) in a water solution containing 1.15 or 2.25 μm silica
microspheres. Water as medium with high band gap, low viscosity,
and high heat capacity provided effective optical trapping of
microspheres. Both Brunauer−Emmett−Teller (BET) and measure-
ments of microsphere sink speed in water indicated that they are
nearly solid with negligible porosity. A single microsphere was drawn
into the center of the laser diode beam and became optically trapped
and was placed in contact with the sample surface. A programmable 3-
D piezo stage was used for positioning of the microsphere into an
appropriate point near the sample surface. Single amplified femto-
second pulses (780 nm, 30 fs) were demagnified with a system of
lenses and coupled to the objective lens so that only a part of the
objective entrance pupil was filled, which resulted in large waist radius
(about 3.5 μm) and nearly a uniform field over the microsphere. Such
an arrangement allowed us to avoid the need for accurate matching of
two beams at a focal point. The femtosecond pulse was additionally
focused by the trapped microsphere in its near-field zone, and the glass
surface was processed in the point of contact (Figure 1). Movements

of the microsphere relative to the sample surface were controlled by
software, which also triggered laser pulses so that the laser processing
procedure repeated point by point yielded complex geometry surface
patterns. Microsphere movement and sample processing were
monitored in real time using a CCD camera (Sony ExWave) attached
to the microscope. After laser processing, the sample was treated in 10
M KOH solution for 20 min at 90 °C, washed with isopropanol in an
ultrasonic bath, and scanned with the AFM head.

A time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometer TOF-SIMS 5
(ION-TOF, Germany) was utilized to analyze samples. A pulsed
focused beam of 30 keV Bi3

+ cluster ions was focused at the 800 nm
spot on the sample surface. Ion pulse duration was 35 ns. An area of
400 × 400 μm was scanned with a resolution of 512 × 512 pixels.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
AFM imaging revealed the formation of sub-micrometer convex
bumps on the glass surface in LAZs. We observed the following
results of KOH treatment: (1) Bumps were completely etched,
and craters were produced in their place (Figure 2a,b). (2)
Whereas bumps were asymmetrical with much variation in
shape from one bump to another, all craters produced by
etching had highly regular circular shapes. (3) The FWHM of
craters was invariably smaller than the same bumps’ FWHM
before etching (Figure 2c). Typically, bumps were about twice
as wide as corresponding craters; only at minimal fluence was
the difference smaller. Moreover, whereas the bumps shown in
Figure 2c have an average width deviation equal to about 70
nm, the same deviation for craters produced after etching was
30 nm. Thus, chemical treatment resulted in more reproducible
surface structures with more uniform lateral dimensions.
Therefore, the advantage of KOH treatment is in the

formation of more uniform and regular structures with better
spatial resolution and smoother surfaces compared with
etching-free laser processing.
Glass structuring was strongly influenced by laser fluence in

the focal spot. In previous works20,24 three types of laser
modification were observed in a glass: (a) refractive index
alteration in the LAZ, (b) visible morphology alteration, and
(c) disruptive modification with pronounced voids, cracks,
etc.20,25 In our experiments we mainly observed such
modifications as bumps in LAZs and pits after KOH treatment.
Laser-assisted etching produced surface structures discernible
on the AFM image at fluence higher than a certain threshold
value. The threshold was different for 1.15 and 2.25 μm spheres
and equal to approximately 0.92 and 0.66 J/cm2, respectively.
For comparison, the same threshold determined from experi-
ments where no microspheres were used and femtosecond
pulses were tightly focused by the objective lens was several
times larger (2.58 J/cm2). We can understand this result as a

Figure 1. Scheme of optical trap assisted nanostructuring. Amplified
femtosecond pulses were coupled to the objective lens, then they
illuminated a silica microsphere and were focused in its near-field zone
on the sample surface for laser nanoprocessing. The microsphere was
trapped in water by a tightly focused CW laser beam.

Figure 2. 3D view (a, b) and FWHM (c) of patterns formed in the LAZs with 1.15 μm SiO2 microspheres on a glass surface before (a and c, black
squares) and after (b and c, red circles) KOH treatment measured by AFM: (a) fluence = 0.95 J/cm2, scale size = 200 nm.
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consequence of focusing by dielectric spheres and correspond-
ing intensity enhancement near spheres. Moreover, the
threshold depended on femtosecond pulse polarization (Figure
S1). Both the depth and width of craters were minimal near the
processing threshold and increased with fluence growth (Figure
3). We defined fluence as a ratio of pulse energy to focal spot
area; however, in experiments with microspheres the effect of
intensity enhancement in the near-field produced a much larger
local fluence near spheres. Crater FWHM dependence of laser
fluence was approximately linear, whereas the crater depth
demonstrated an obvious nonlinear dependence of fluence. The
depth became very small (tens of nanometers and smaller) with
fluence just above the processing threshold; however, we were
able to produce only quite big craters with 2.25 μm
microspheres (red circles, Figure 3a,b) even at threshold
fluence. It is important to note that even near the processing
threshold when the crater depth was approaching zero, craters
could not be made smaller than a certain minimal size, which
determined a practical resolution limit of our method. As seen
from Figure 3a, this minimal resolution was best for 1.15 μm
silica microspheres. From experimental data we conclude that
maximal crater depth is limited by approximately 300 nm, and
we have depth saturation for fluencies over 0.7 J/cm2 for 2.25
μm microspheres (Figure 3b).
Minimal obtained crater dimensions are depicted in Figure 4.

Craters had a nearly circular shape, although femtosecond pulse
linear polarization (E along the OX-axis) tends to cause
ellipticity of the near-field zone and the crater shape.26,27 When
femtosecond pulses were focused without microspheres and

filled the whole input pupil of the objective lens (40× 0.75
N.A.), craters of a similar depth had FWHM of about 150 nm
(Figure S2).
The fluence of femtosecond pulses also affected trap stability.

Nonlinear absorption of femtosecond radiation in either glass
or water produced electronic plasma and strong localized
heating, which in turn could lead to shock wave formation and
cavitation in water.28 They disturbed optical trapping and
caused displacement of the microspheres from the trap center,
which we observed visually in experiments. This displacement
was similar to the effects observed in microsphere-assisted
ablation of polymer.29 The amplitude of this movement was a
strong function of pulse fluence. Near threshold fluencies this
disturbance was barely detectable and manifested itself as a faint
jitter of the microsphere. At higher fluencies the microsphere
moved mainly in a vertical direction far from the sample surface
but was then returned by optical forces to the trap center. The
period of this movement was up to several seconds. Finally, we
observed that at fluencies about 30% larger than processing
threshold the microsphere was ejected so far that it did not
return to its initial position and stayed far from the trap center.
This effect determined an upper limit of practical fluence range
we could use in microsphere-assisted processing.
Creating predefined structures is important for real

applications; using optically manipulated microspheres we can
easily transform computer-defined patterns to structures on the
glass surface with resolution down to 100 nm. To illustrate this
capability, an abbreviation for the Institute of Chemical Physics
(ICP) written on the sample surface is shown in Figure 5. The
optical trap is stable enough for accurate positioning of
microspheres with high relative stage velocity approaching 5
μm/s. The pattern was written as a series of single holes with
50 nm minimal separation; laser fluence was equal to

Figure 3. Averaged crater width (a) and depth (b) as a function of femtosecond pulse fluence: red circles, 2.25 μm microspheres; blue diamonds,
1.15 μm microspheres; black squares, no microspheres used.

Figure 4. AFM image of the reproducible crater (a) and its cross
sections (b): 1, along the X-axis; 2, along the Y-axis. The crater was
produced with a 1.15 μm silica microsphere. Laser fluence = 0.93 J/
cm2.

Figure 5. Two-dimensional image of ICP abbreviation on the
borosilicate glass surface: scale size = 500 nm; mean groove depth =
20 nm; microsphere size = 1.15 μm; laser fluence = 0.98 J/cm2.
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approximately 0.98 J/cm2. The resulting pattern had a line
width slightly larger than 100 nm and a groove depth of 20 nm.
These results demonstrate how our technique can be applied
for writing complex 2D patterns on sample surface with high
spatial resolution.
We have examined focusing of laser pulses by dielectric

microspheres theoretically. For this aim we used a MATLAB
package (SPlaC v1_0),30 which relies on Mie scattering theory.
We calculated EM field intensity distribution inside and in the
vicinity of a spherical dielectric particle illuminated by a plane
linearly polarized wave. In simulations the refractive index of
the particle was taken to be 1.46; medium, 1.33; and light
wavelength, 780 nm. We neglected effects associated with finite
spectral width of femtosecond pulses. Simulation results in the
plane perpendicular to polarization are presented in Figure 6.
The intensity distribution in the polarization plane is depicted
in Figure S3.

The first result is the value of intensity enhancement, which
is defined as the ratio of maximal intensity in the vicinity of the
sphere to the intensity of the incident wave. Simulations show
that the larger the sphere, the greater enhancement it produces.
Thus, for a 1.15 μm silica sphere the enhancement factor is
equal to about 3.5 (Figure 6a), whereas for 2.25 μm it is almost

9 (Figure 6b). We can compare these calculated factors with
experimentally measured processing thresholds. As said
previously, focusing of light by silica sphere decreased the
threshold 2.8 and 3.9 times, respectively. Whereas the first value
is in the range of the calculated enhancement factor, the second
is obviously much smaller. To understand this disagreement, we
should analyze intensity distribution patterns in Figure 6. For
the smaller sphere the intensity maximum is located near the
sphere, but for the larger 2.25 μm sphere it is at more than a
micrometer distance from the surface. Consequently, in the
latter case, the effective intensity, which influences processed
material, would be considerably smaller than the maximal.
Separation of intensity maximum from the sphere surface also
means that radiation absorption can be concentrated some
distance from the glass surface. That would explain why it was
problematic to produce shallow craters with large (2.25 μm)
silica spheres and the craters tended to have a large (about 200
nm) depth even for fluence slightly higher than the threshold
(see Figure 3b)
Areas exposed to laser radiation change its chemical

interaction with KOH. One possible reason is the formation
of bumps through laser-induced swelling with altered global
density and higher surface area. The other apparent reason is a
change in glass chemical composition.
Amorphous silica glass has irregular ring structures with

different numbers of Si atoms in the ring (from 2 to 6) along
with a network of SiO4 tetrahedra.21,24 It is assumed local
densification in LAZs happens due to compaction of large rings
to the most compact two-membered rings. When all rings are
converted, then first nanocracks or irreversible damage
appears.24 On the other hand, it was assumed that local change
in chemical composition took place, when Si-rich centers (
Si−Si), oxygen deficiency centers (Si0), color centers (
Si•), and nonbridging oxygen-hole centers (SiO•) formed
in the LAZ.21,22

We performed TOF-SIMS imaging of bump arrays to
visualize the change in chemical composition (Figure 7). In this
experiment a 100 μm square area was processed with
femtosecond pulses producing an array of surface bumps,
separation between points was 1 μm, and laser fluence was 2.75
J/cm2, and to clean the surface, the glass was pretreated in
KOH for 1 min at 90 °C before the scan (Figure 7a,b).

Figure 6. Simulated light intensity distribution around 1.15 μm (a)
and 2.25 μm (b) silica microspheres illuminated by plane light wave;
wavelength = 780 nm. Observation plane is perpendicular to the
polarization (E along the OX-axis).

Figure 7. Maps of O−/Si− ion ratio (a, c) and their averaged sections (b, d) from a region of fused silica glass exposed to femtosecond pulses before
(a, b) and after (c, d) etching in KOH. Ion ratio was measured by a TOF-SIMS.
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To exclude topographical artifacts, we visualized the ratio of
O− to Si− ion yield. As seen from Figure 7a,b laser treatment
resulted in considerably lower (up to 50%) relative yield of O−

ions in the LAZ. When this sample was treated with KOH
according to our standard procedure, the contrast mostly
disappeared, although some decrease in relative O− yield was
registered on the processed square, it was not more than 5%
(Figure 7c,d). One can conclude that laser exposure provides a
change in chemical composition of the LAZ and their oxygen
deficiency, which we observed on the mass spectrometry image.
After treatment with KOH, the altered surface layer was mostly
etched, uncovering material with normal oxygen content, which
resulted in a lesser contrast image. We surmise the alteration in
oxygen concentration can lead to the change in Si atoms
arrangement and the appearance of Si-rich (O-deficiency)
centers. Thus, noticeable oxygen deficiency could be the main
reason why LAZ is etched more quickly than unaffected glass.
On the other hand, oxygen release may lead to the formation of
local voids or porous structures and may be responsible for the
emergence of bumps on the surface. These changes may have
extra action on the chemical reactivity of LAZ in glass.

■ CONCLUSION
We utilized a new technique involving near-field, optical
trapping of silica microspheres and postprocessing in KOH to
pattern borosilicate glass surface. Production of craters on the
glass surface with diameters as small as 70 nm or less than one-
tenth of light wavelength was demonstrated. Complex two-
dimensional surface patterns were written point-by-point by
translating the trapped microsphere by optical tweezers and
were converted into concave structures after chemical etching.
Mass spectrometry analysis of LAZ has evidenced a significant
oxygen deficiency of the material that explains its selective
chemical etching.
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